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Abstract 
DREAM is a super small distributed hard real-time micro-kernel based on LINDA concept. The key features of 
DREAM are: pseudo process and tuple migration, DSP hardware tuning and ease fault -tolerant applications 
implementation by using different approaches such as PB, DMR, TMR. In this paper, we present the basic concepts 
of DREAM that allow pseudo process and tuple migration. A case study of fault-tolerance (P/B approach) is 
implemented on TMS320C31 starter’s kits. 
 
Keys word: Super small distributed hard real-time micro-kernel, Fault-tolerance, Dynamic reconfiguration, 
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1. Introduction 
 
Nowadays fault-tolerance real-time processing is necessary for many complex applications: aircraft navigation 
systems, process controls, intelligent vehicles, intelligent smart sensors for medical care etc. For the distributed fault-
tolerant hard real-time applications, very fast hardware and software system are necessary because of the constraints 
of the processing time. Due to the limitation in the processing speed of conventional systems and the low cost of 
processing units, parallel distributed processing is one of the best solutions to implement complex hard real-time  
application. Meanwhile in parallel distributed processing, the development of the applications is much more difficult 
than the sequential monolithic applications, because we have to consider the hardware architecture, the inter-
processes synchronisation and communication and the granularities of the processes to exploit the parallelism and the 
system utilisation. In fact, with LINDA concept, a parallel program can be developed without consideration of 
parallel hardware, consequently the implementation of an application is easier [1]. However the original LINDA 
concept is not adequate for distributed hard real-time parallel processing, because inter-process communication (IPC) 
time is not deterministic and increases dramatically when the number of processors is important (more than 100). To 
overcome these problems, we have implemented successively two distributed hard real-time micro -kernels based on 
LINDA concept: hierarchical LINDA (H-LINDA) [2] and Micro-LINDA (M-LINDA) [3]. 
H-LINDA is implemented on workstations and particularly on the parallel processing development system (PPDS) 
of Texas Instruments [4], while M-LINDA is implemented on ADSP-2106X SHARC of Analog Devices [5]. H-
LINDA and M-LINDA both meet hard real-time parallel processing constraints but they do not have the 
functionalities such as process and communication support migration facilitating fault-tolerant applications. 

In this paper we concentrate only on the kernel facilities for implementing the different fault-tolerance 
approaches. Thus we have not discussed the real-time fault-tolerant scheduling problem, which the reader can find in 
[8] [9]. 

Our objective is to develop a distributed hard real-time parallel processing micro kernel supporting fault-
tolerant application and corresponding exactly what we need: a simple, efficient, very compact and light distributed 
hard real-time micro-kernel adapted to reliable distributed hard real-time intelligent smart sensors. 

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section II presents the background and LINDA concept. In 
section III, we present the key features of DREAM and its internal structure, allowing pseudo process and tuple 
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migration. Section IV describes a case study of P/B fault-tolerance approach on the TMS320C31 starter’s kit plat-
form. Section V concludes the paper and presents the ongoing work. 
 
2. BACKGROUNG AND CONCEPT 
 
In general, five classes of operating systems may be considered:  
• Non embedded applications, monolithic kernel, soft real-time, resource consuming, interprocess communication 

and synchronisation (mailbox, message passing, semaphore and mutex …): WINDOWS/NT, UNIX, RT -LINUX 
… 

• Distributed micro kernel: AMOEBA, CHORUS,  …[6] 
• Hard real-time embedded applications:  VxWORKS, VRTX, pSOS … 
• Specific DSP oriented kernel: SPOX, VIRTUOS … 
Super small real-time kernel: OSEK/VDX [7]. OSEK is dedicated for automotive applications. 
 

The main key features of these kernels use classical concepts such as:  
time sharing with preemption  (Process and thread manager), message passing, mailbox, port (Interprocess 
communication manager) and semaphore, mutex 
(Process synchronisation manager). Furthermore, the kernel is resource consuming, not adapted to distributed fault-
tolerant hard real-time  smart sensors applications. Thus, we were interested by the LINDA approach for parallel 
programming and interprocess communication [1]. The LINDA concept is a communication mechanism and a 
parallel programming model, instead of communicating with message passing or shared memory models; 
interprocess communication and synchronisation are based on the global shared data called tuple space containing a 
set of non order of tuples.  
When a process needs a message, it performs IN() operation by putting a tuple in the tuple space if the template of 
the tuple is matching (message is available) then the message is extracted and deleted from the tuple space. On the 
contrary, the process is suspended. The message is extracted by its contents thus the interpro cess is not space couple 
(it is not necessary to know the port and process number). When a process sends a message, it puts a tuple in the 
tuple space by performing OUT() operation and it continues to run. The interprocess communication in LINDA is 
asynchronous, thus it is not time couple. The time and space decouple of  LINDA concept ease parallel programming 
but as we state previously standard LINDA implementation does not meet distributed parallel hard-real time 
application. Furthermore, to ease fault-tolerant applications, process and communication support such as port 
migration are necessary. 
 
3. Distributed REAltime Micro-kernel: DREAM 
 
The main objective of our work is to implement a super-small distributed hard real-time micro-kernel moving 
towards fault-tolerant applications. The key features of DREAM are: pseudo process and tuple migration, and DSP 
hardware tuning. 

DREAM allows two classes of processes: periodic and  non periodic. Periodic process has the highest 
priority (10 is the highest priority level) and is executed periodically. It may be interrupted but not preemptible. Non 
periodic process has a priority level (0 to 9) and is interruptible and preemptible. Like most of real-time kernel, 
DREAM kernel has five main modules (figure 1): 

• User interface  
• Interruption manager 
• IPC manager 
• Process manager 
• Scheduler. 
In this paper, we focus on IPC structure allowing dynamic reconfiguration when trouble occurs.  
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3.1. Process and tuple migration  
Currently, intensive research is carried out to implement process migration over a set of heterogeneous computers 
MACH, AMOEBA, CHORUS … [6], the issue is not evident, because of the multitude of processor instructions 
coding. To overcome this problem, we consider in our implementation the pseudo migration of process and of tuple 
in a network of homogeneous or heterogeneous system. 

To minimise resource consuming and to increase efficiency of process execution time, like MLINDA, 
DREAM internal data are statically allocated and they may be  configured to tune with an application: tuple space, 
process table etc. [3]. The drawback of this approach is a lack of flexibility, but this inconvenient is not an obstacle 
in the case of distributed specific embedded real-time applications such as intelligent smart sensors. 

The migration of process means that the resource of the process (instruction, context, environment etc.)  
may be transferred over the network to another host to be executed. The migration of process implies the 
environment of the process to migrate, especially context and communication support: port. Currently, CHORUS 
enables only port migration and the process cannot migrate [10] [6]. In our implementation, pseudo migration is 
considered. To implement this concept, equivalent process is defined. A set  of processes is equivalent if and only if 
they have the same functionality and I/O operations. In pseudo process migration, the resource of process is not sent 
from one node to another node. Pseudo process migration is implemented by activating the duplicated equivalent 
process in another node.  
 Two types of process migrations may be considered: process migration without context and process 
migration with context. A process migration without context means that the process may be started normally from 
the beginning with initial data (figure 2). 
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Figure 1: Main modules of DREAM 
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Process migration with context means that the process must be re -executed from the stop point (figure 3). This 
constraint may be overcome in the process coding. In practice, the execution of the process is not started exactly 
from the stop point, but it is started from the checkpoint where the process context is saved (rollback) [14, 15, 16]. 
For each IN() action at checkpoint, at least two nodes receive the same message (message is duplicated).  
  

To allow pseudo process and tuple migration, the key capabilities are introduced. Key capabilities enable 
the kernel to change dynamically process input or output locality (local, shared and distributed …) and other 
attributes without recompiling the application program. In the case of fault-tolerant application without context, the 
application is developed normally. The fault-tolerant (P/B) is specified in the configuration table. 

 
The IPC in DREAM are based on: IN(Key, Message-Pointer) and OUT(Key, Message-Pointer). 
Key: is a field of template and is a number which a message is attached, it may be considered as a logical key 
number. 
KeyCapabilities: ([DirectOrIndirect], [MessageLocality], [TypeOfCommunication], [Timeout], [TypeOfBuffer], 
[NumberOfConsumers])  
KeyCapability: [DirectOrIndirect] is a number corresponding to the physical key number if it is equal to the logical 
key number, the message is accessed directly. If not the message is accessed indirectly through the physical key 
number. During dynamic configuration, the physical key number may be renamed, thus the messages are redirected 
easily.  
KeyCapability: MessageLocality defines the message locality (type of tuple space: Local, Shared or Distributed). It 
may be changed dynamically by the kernel during process migration to adapt to the new system configuration when 
a fault occurs. It will be illustrated by an example during pseudo process migration. In the case of distributed 
exchange, a group attribute may be defined to specify the number of processors that the messages must be sent. 
KeyCapability: [TypeOfCommunication] defines if the interprocess communication is: unidirectional or bidirectional 
over the same key. 
KeyCapability: [Timeout] for the secure communication the action of IN() or OUT() may be associated with a 
timeout. For example, if the time is elapsed after IN() or OUT() actions a decision is taken depending on the 
TimeoutDecision (reconfiguration, send again, do nothing etc.). 
KeyCapability: [TimeoutDecision] defines the action of the kernel to take place when timeout occurs: do nothing, try 
again or read system configuration table to activate one or more duplicated processes and change the 
MessageLocality. 
KeyCapability: [NumberOfConsumers] defines the number of processes consuming the messages. 
KeyCapability: [TypeOfBuffer] defines the types of buffer: over-write or not etc. 
 
3.2. Inter-process communication implementation: IN() and OUT() 

Beginning 
of 
execution 

Stop 
point 

Context is 
needed 

Figure 3 : Pseudo process migration with context  Figure 2 : Pseudo process migration without context  
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Generally inter-process communications may be done through: 
a- Memory: local or shared memory  
b- I/O port or dedicated hardware: point to point direct connection (one hop) or point to point indirect connection 

(multihop), message must be routed through an interconnection network. 
Inter-process communication through local or shared memory are easy to implement by using IN() and  OUT() 

operations. The TypeOfBuffer and the MessageLocality define the type of message buffer and its locality: local or 
shared. The group of consumers processor is not required, because the tuple is attained by any process running in the 
cluster. 

The distributed inter-process communication through I/O port is cost effective in term of  time and resource 
consuming. For its implementation, we get experience from  the TCP/IP and ISO communication protocol. The 
message contains source and destination address and group value allowing the router to find the optimal path.  
the global distributed communication is organised as following: 
• Network layer: routing algorithm based on specific or general topology. The message format is: 
[Source Address] [Destination Address] [Group] [Control] [data][crc] 
Group : defines the number of destination processors (multicast), it also allows to broadcast the message in the 
network. 

To send a message (OUT() operation), the network layer determines the optimal path to send the message 
based on the destination address included in the group value and system hardware topology.  
 When a message is received, the network layer determines if the message attains the destination or not, if 
not the message will be forwarded. Once again the network layer uses group and destination address. Even the 
destination address is not corresponding to the node address if the group value has the node number the network 
layer will extract the message and delete this node number from the group value. The address destination is evaluated 
and the message is forwarded. This mechanism is introduced to avoid that the same message always circulates in the 
network. 
• Data link layer: the basic functions of data link are: 

• Packing the packet into one message during reception, 
• Unpacking a message into several packets for emission, 
• Error management and recovery. 

• Physical layer: the physical layer is tightly coupled with hardware support such as DMAC and serial port 
controller. 

Each layer is assured by one or more kernel processes. The internal structure of the distributed inter-process 
communication through I/O port is illustrated by the figure 4. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
4. Case study: TMS320C31 plat-form  

 
For the case study, two TMS320C31 DSP starter’s kits [11] with a memory and serial port add-on board are used to 
illustrated P/B fault-tolerance approach [8].  

Two set of processes are executed on two different nodes (figure 5 -a). In normal mode, P1 exchanges with 
P4 when P1 is down during the IN() or OUT() operations a timeout is occurred thus after reading the key capability: 
TimeoutDecision and system configuration, the kernel of node 2 decides to activate P’1 (P1 equivalent process) and 
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Figure 4 : Structure of I/O point to point indirect connection 
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changes the MessageLocality of P4 and of  P’1 from distributed to local. Consequently P4 will exchange with P’1 
instead of  P1 (P1 is considered as shutdown) (figure 5-b). 

When  P1 is recovered, it sends a message to the kernel. A check procedure is applied to assure that P1 is 
out of failure, thus the kernel will change the system configuration and the MessageLocality, deactivate P'1 and 
activate P1. Consequently, the system will  recover all its functionality and performance (figure 5-a). 
The manner we define the key capabilities eases the implementation of the pseudo process migration in a 
homogeneous or heterogeneous distributed multiprocessor system.  
 In the case of P/B approach without context, the implementation of an application is done as usual. By 
specifying the system configuration table, the application will be fault-tolerant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The system configuration table is the collection of  the signatures of all the system processes especially (out(A) ∪ 
in(A)). It may be verified by I/O automaton formalism to check the system consistency and primary static deadlock 
[13, 12].  
 
5. Conclusion and ongoing work 

 
As we previously state, our work is focused  on the fault-tolerant hard real-time kernel. We show that P/B 

application without context can be implemented easily. Thus DREAM is well adapted to distributed intelligent fault-
tolerance smart sensors. 
To assure the DREAM reliability and the consistency of the distributed fault-tolerant application, I/O automaton will 
be used. Furthermore, an embedded performance evaluation tool will be embedded with DREAM [12]. 
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